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summary

This fourth notebook about the properties of the class  RS[x]  of small restrictions deals
with three somewhat unrelated topics.  The first topic is concerned with the question of
obtaining a formula for the class  RS[cart[x,y]] of all small restrictions of a cartesian
product.  The special cases of cartesian products with singletons as domain or range
have been considered previously, but the general case was left open.  In attempting to
find a general formula, a surprising twist was encountered.  Rewrite rules are generally
used for simplification, not for solving problems.  When an easy problem has a solu-
tion, that is even slightly complicated, it is possible that it is more natural for rewrite
rules to transform a formula for the solution to a problem into a formula for statement
of the problem itself, rather than the other way around.  It turns out in fact that no gen-
eral rule is needed for restrictions of cartesian products.  The second topic considered
also has to do with cartesian products, but here the question is, for an arbitrary class  x,
to identify all cartesian products that are restrictions of that class.  A curious general
formula was discovered, which simplifies considerably when specialized to the case of
cartesian products of the form cart[singleton[x], y], as should be expected, since such
cartesian products occur as vertical sections of the given relation.  The third and final
topic,  unrelated to the first  two topics,  is  the derivation of elegant  formulas for the
classes image[RESTRICT, P[x]]  and  image[RESTRICT, RS[x]].
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restrictions of cart[x,y] when y is a proper class

 Note that a cartesian product cart[x,y] is thin only when its range is a set.

thinpart�cart�x, y��

cart�x, setpart�y��

Since the restrictions of a class are the same as for its thinpart, the general case reduces
to the case when  y  is  a set:

SubstTest�RS, thinpart�z�, z � cart�x, y��

RS�cart�x, setpart�y��� � RS�cart�x, y��

RS�cart�x_, setpart�y_��� :� RS�cart�x, y��

When  y  is not a set, its setpart is  0  and therefore the class  RS[cart[x,y]]  reduces to
RS[cart[x,0]] = singleton[0], regardless of whether  x  is empty or not. To carry out
this simplie deduction, one does need to add a new rewrite rule for setpart 

equal�0, setpart�x�� �� AssertTest

equal�0, setpart�x�� � or�equal�0, x�, not�member�x, V���

equal�0, setpart�x_�� :� or�equal�0, x�, not�member�x, V���

A general condition for  RS[x] to be trivial was derived.  For cartesian products, this
condition yields:

equal�RS�cart�x, y��, singleton�0��

or�equal�0, x�, equal�0, y�, not�member�y, V���

In particular, this is the case when  y  is not a set.

implies�not�member�y, V��, equal�RS�cart�x, y��, singleton�0���

True

This justifies adding the following conditional rewrite rule:

RS�cart�x_, y_�� :� singleton�0� �; not�member�y, V��
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a basic simplification rule for RS[cart[x,y]]

Specializing a basic rewrite rules derived previously to the case of cartesian products
yields:

SubstTest�image, IMAGE�cross�Id, z��, P�Id�, z � cart�x, y��

image�IMAGE�composite�id�cart�V, y��, inverse�FIRST���, P�x�� � RS�cart�x, y��

image�IMAGE�composite�id�cart�V, y_��, inverse�FIRST���, P�x_�� :�

RS�cart�x, y��

With this rewrite rule in place, there can be no useful formula for  RS[cart[x,y]] that
holds for an arbitrary cartesian product, but the reason may not be immediately obvious.
The natural tendency is to identify the process of simplifcation with the process of solv-
ing a problem.  The problem one might naturally pose in the present context is to find a
rewrite rule that characterizes all  small  restrictions of  an arbitrary cartesian product.
The trouble is that one is here faced with a situation where existing rewrite rules trans-
form the desired solution of this problem into the statement of the problem.  The direc-
tion of the rewrite rules that have been put in place goes counter to what one might
have expected.  In fact no new rule needs to be added for the general case.  The follow-
ing shows this rather explicitly:  

image�CART, cart�P�x�, singleton�setpart�y����

RS�cart�x, y��

Of course one might conceive that for certain special cases, the power class  P[x] gets
rewritten, and a separate rule would be needed.  For the special case  x = 0, both sides
of the equation reduce to  singleton[0], so nothing is needed.  In the case of  x = V, one
also gets nothing new.

SubstTest�image, CART, cart�P�x�, singleton�setpart�y���, x � V�

True
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vertical sections as restrictions

The second topic of this notebook concerns the question of characterizing which carte-
sian products can be small restrictions of a given class  x.  The simplest case concerns
cartesian products  obtained by taking vertical  sections of  x.   The relevant result  is
quickly obtained using RelnNormality:

composite�image�inverse�CART�, RS�x��, SINGLETON� �� RelnNormality

composite�image�inverse�CART�, RS�x��, SINGLETON� �

union�cart�V, singleton�0��, VERTSECT�x��

More generally, one can ask about cartesian products in general that are restrictions of a
given  x.  The same technique works here:

image�inverse�CART�, RS�x�� �� RelnNormality

image�inverse�CART�, RS�x�� �

union�cart�V, singleton�0��, intersection�composite�S, IMAGE�x��, LB�LB�x����

image�inverse�CART�, RS�x_�� :�

union�cart�V, singleton�0��, intersection�composite�S, IMAGE�x��, LB�LB�x����

These two results do need to be made compatible; and for this one needs the following
somewhat strange result:

composite�intersection�composite�S, IMAGE�x��, LB�LB�x���, SINGLETON� ��

RelnNormality

composite�intersection�composite�S, IMAGE�x��, LB�LB�x���, SINGLETON� �

VERTSECT�x�

composite�intersection�composite�S, IMAGE�x_��, LB�LB�x_���, SINGLETON� :�

VERTSECT�x�

fomulas for image[RESTRICT, P[x]]  and image[RESTRICT, RS[x]]

The  third  and  final  topic  concerns  the  derivation  of  formulas  for  images  of
RESTRICT.    Recall  that  such  images  are  automatically  rewritten  as  images  of
COMPOSE:
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image�RESTRICT, x�

image�COMPOSE, cart�x, P�Id���

For the case of a power class, the following derivation has the advantage of being brief.

ImageComp�composite�COMPOSE, id�cart�V, P�Id���, inverse�FIRST��,

inverse�S�, P�x�� �� Reverse

image�COMPOSE, cart�P�x�, P�Id��� � P�composite�Id, x��

image�COMPOSE, cart�P�x_�, P�Id��� :� P�composite�Id, x��

There is also a companion result with  P[Id] on the left:

ImageComp�composite�COMPOSE, id�cart�P�Id�, V���,

composite�inverse�SECOND�, inverse�S��, P�x�� �� Reverse

image�COMPOSE, cart�P�Id�, P�x��� � P�composite�Id, x��

image�COMPOSE, cart�P�Id�, P�x_��� :� P�composite�Id, x��

Deriving an equation for images of  RS[x] can be done by combining two inclusions.
In one direction, one uses the fact that  id[P[cart[V,V]]] is a subclass of  RESTRICT.

SubstTest�implies, subclass�u, v�, subclass�image�u, w�, image�v, w��,

�u � id�P�cart�V, V���, v � RESTRICT, w � RS�x���

subclass�RS�x�, image�COMPOSE, cart�RS�x�, P�Id���� � True

�% �. �x � x_�� �. Equal � SetDelayed

The inclusion in the other direction follows from the transitivity of restriction:

Map�equal�0, composite�Id, complement�#��� &,

SubstTest�class, pair�y, z�, implies�and�member�pair�y, z�, w�, member�y, t��,

member�z, t��, �w � RESTRICT, t � RS�x���� �� Reverse

subclass�image�COMPOSE, cart�RS�x�, P�Id���, RS�x�� � True

�% �. �x � x_�� �. Equal � SetDelayed

Combining these two inclusions yields an elegant equation:

SubstTest�and, subclass�u, v�,

subclass�v, u�, �u � RS�x�, v � image�RESTRICT, RS�x����

True � equal�image�COMPOSE, cart�RS�x�, P�Id���, RS�x��

image�COMPOSE, cart�RS�x_�, P�Id��� :� RS�x�
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